
            

Baptism of the Lord 
Cycle B, 1.10.21 

Isaiah 42-1-4, 6-7/ Acts 10:34-38/ Mark 1:7-11 

LIVING GOD’S DREAM FOR THE WORLD 
A little girl was eating dinner at her 

friend’s house. Her friend’s mother asked 
her if she liked Brussels sprouts. “Yes, of 
course, I like Brussels sprouts,” the girl 
replied. After dinner, the mother noticed 
that her young guest hadn’t eaten a single 
sprout. “I thought you liked Brussels 
sprouts,” the friend’s mother asked. “Oh, I 
do,” the little girl said, “but not enough to 
actually eat them.”   

 
Our baptismal faith is like that sometimes. 
It’s a nice Sunday experience. We like Jesus; 
he’s a great guy. Church brings us some 
comfort and a group of friends, familiar 
rituals and lovely melodies. But as far as 
defining our lives and influencing us in our 
thoughts, words and deeds – at home or on 
the job – its impact may be minimal. I’m 
sure you’ve heard the quote attributed to 
the author G.K. Chesterton: "The problem 
with Christianity is not that it has been tried 
and found wanting… but that it hasn’t been 
tried."  Like the little girl’s Brussels sprouts 
still sitting on the plate at the end of the 
meal, our faith needs to be consumed and 
digested in order to be effective. And 
Christianity, no matter how much we’d like 
to tame it, is a radical invitation to sacrificial 
love; a constant call to change our minds 
and hearts that they be in conformity with 
Christ and his mission in this world – making 
God’s indiscriminate and universal love real. 

Love is able to change our hearts. It 
allows us to see beyond our prejudices and 
narrow vision and look into the depth of 
people and situations. Love can completely 
turn us around, but the turning can be hard 
work, like it was for Peter and the first 
Christians.  

 
We saw it happen politically in the state of 
Georgia, a state where Jim Crow laws 
reigned supreme for decades and lynching 
of blacks is part of its history, as an African-
American and a Jewish candidate were 
elected Senators in the recent run-off 
election.  

Our passage from the Acts of the 
Apostles gives us insight into the challenge 
our faith presents. The early Christians had 
a clear distinction between who and what 
was clean and unclean. Their religious rules 
were strictly laid out for them. They were 
not yet ready to share the gift of their faith 
and God’s love -- which they had come to 
experience so powerfully -- with anyone 
outside the circle of the Jewish community. 
God had to show them through the 
example of Cornelius, who represented the 
Gentiles and all “outsiders,” that they had 
no right to call anyone unclean. God’s Spirit 
was already at work in that Gentile 
community before Peter arrived and before 
the disciples baptized them with water. 
Peter learned a primary lesson that has 
guided the church through the ages when 
he declared: I understand now that God 
shows no partiality.  
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 The challenge is always before us to 
rise above the false distinctions that society 
and culture, government and even church 
place before us. And it’s hard work. Jesus 
radically refashioned the notions of 
friendship that dominated the ancient 
world, and his command of loving without 
measure is today’s antidote to our world’s 
pain and violence, all its hatred and division.  
Often it takes a dramatic encounter like 
Peter’s with Cornelius to demonstrate that 
our first impressions are inaccurate, or that 
long held ideas and traditions need to be 
changed. When that happens, it can feel 
like we’re losing our dignity or superiority, 
but, in fact, we’re gaining much more than 
we realize -- wider vision, new friends and a 
world more faithful to the command of 
Christ: Love one another as I have loved 
you! 
 This final week of the Christmas 
Season, in which we celebrated ‘peace on 
earth and good will to all,” brought untold 
shock and suffering to us as American 
citizens. On January 6th, the traditional date 
for the Feast of the Epiphany, a massive 
mob urged on by President Trump, stormed 
the U.S. Capitol Building, interrupting a joint 
session of Congress that had convened to 
certify the 2020 presidential election. 

 
 
The terrorists breached what little security 
existed around the building, broke doors 
and windows to destroy Federal property 

and occupy both chambers of Congress. 
Vice President Pence and congresspersons 
were whisked to safety as their offices were 
ransacked. Tragically, in the aftermath of 
the insurrection, one police officer and four 
rioters lost their lives. The gospel tells us 
that John the Baptist, a fiery prophet filled 
with zeal and determination, came to 
baptize with water, but there was One to 
come who would baptize with the Holy 
Spirit. In the tragic events in Washington 
last week, we saw people filled with fire and 
determination, willing to sacrifice their own 
lives. But these were terrorists who were 
misguided, using their felt passion for 
destruction and death. What a tragic irony 
that on the Feast of the Epiphany, a 
celebration of the coming of Light, we 
experienced one of the darker days in this 
nation’s 244-year history. 

 
 We need to prolong and extend the 
Christmas message by looking at the ways 
that the Word becomes flesh in our 
ordinary daily lives and how we can become 
channels of peace to others. We need to let 
the spirit of Christmas help us find meaning 
in the routine and boring activities that 
threaten to dull our spirits during this 
unprecedented time of pandemic. Our 
attention must be directed to the glimmers 
of light which surround the darkness of 
suffering. When the demons make still 
another assault on our equilibrium, we 
need to know the balancing power of the 
Spirit. When our self-esteem is threatened, 
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we need to recall our dignity as sons and 
daughters of God. When the coming year 
provides small victories and simple joys, we 
must know whom to thank. When the 
dream of unity and inclusion which Christ’s 
coming signaled is assaulted by the 
nightmare of violence and partisanship, our 
hearts must strive even more diligently to 
resist hatred and find ways to forgive and 
begin again on the path to peace.  

 
This celebration of the Christmas 

cycle, which has made known to us once 
again the loving presence of God, can lead 
us beyond disappointment to surprising 
epiphanies -- to the waters of new life 
where we will be washed clean and made 
new, to the baptism with fire and the Holy 
Spirit which brings to life the power of 
Christ and his reign of love and compassion. 
Someone once said, “There are two 
important days in your life: the day you 
were born and the day you discover why.” 
With Jesus we will know not only the day 
we were born, but why we were born -- to 
live in loving union with God and to echo 
the song of the Christmas angels to all our 
brothers and sisters: 

Peace on earth and good will 
to all on whom God’s favor rests! 

John Kasper, OSFS 
 
 


